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Is Werner Herzog A Big Fat Bully? 

 

Had Timothy Treadwell not been eaten by his co-star, his film could still very well have 

been titled Grizzly Man; albeit with an entirely different perspective. Treadwell’s film would 

have shown him as a hero at one with nature and the protector of one of the most powerful 

creatures on earth: “I will be the master, but still a kind warrior.” Treadwell’s Grizzly Man would 

have been a documentary at home on the Discovery Channel or better, The Disney Channel: 

Timothy the kindly Geppetto to the bear’s Pinocchio. Treadwell could have found cinematic 

fame, a fame to rival Woody Harrelson, the actor who purportedly stole his TV series 

opportunity. Instead, Treadwell became some bear’s dinner and Werner Herzog’s dessert. For 

many Grizzly Man is a film that is derisive of Treadwell giving him the air of a backwoods 

Pollyanna, a man-child with little desire for the real world. Herzog edits him, hoisting him with 

his own petard, to look the fool. Did Herzog set out to take an innocent and cast him in a bright 

light of derision or did he simply submit the story as it was written using Treadwell’s own 

words? Is Werner Herzog really a big fat bully? 

Herzog’s Grizzly Man becomes a very different documentary with his added voiceover 

and interviews, subverting Treadwell’s unproduced version. Yet two different editors working on 

the same movie are still going to produce the same basic story line. For instance famed 

Minneapolis born editor Steve Rivkin, Pirates of the Caribbean, Avatar and more, versus Martin 

Scorsese’s go-to editor Thelma Schoonmaker would give their interpretation of the same 

footage. Both cuts would be equally great and offer slightly different perspectives on the movie, 
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but both would in essence create the same movie. Herzog with his own added dialogue, 

interviews and edit usurped Treadwell’s position: nature is good.  

Throughout Grizzly Man we are confronted with the nature-loving, sentimental, love-

child character of Timothy Treadwell. At times his high-pitched voice musing on nature, his love 

of all things bear and his “kind warrior” attitude make him to be just short of a buffoon. 

However, he did this for thirteen seasons; in his words he called them expeditions. It takes an 

extremely adept outdoorsman to accomplish that. We watch the bears cavort with each other 

through the benign prism of Treadwell’s love waiting for disaster, or worse forgetting, that these 

thousand-pound animals are killers with no fondness for humans, save for dinner. 

While Herzog appears to use the footage against him the last scene of the movie reveals 

his true perspective on Timothy Treadwell. We start with the coroner concluding that, “Timothy, 

appropriately in my opinion, as a human being, decided now is the time to save one life 

anyway.” As the film concludes, Herzog presents Treadwell as a man facing death, looking out 

for his loved one, Amie. We are grateful not to have to see or hear Timothy and Amie’s final 

breath. Herzog cuts to Treadwell delivering his final words in the film: 

The bears safely heading for their dens. The work...the work successful. I’m over 20 
pounds lighter. My clothes are rags. I’ve tried hard. I bleed for them, I live for them, I die 
for them. I love them. I love this. It’s tough work. But it’s the only work I know. It’s the 
only work I’ll ever want. Take care of these animals. Take care of this land.  
 

Herzog points out that Treadwell is hesitant to leave the last frame of the film giving an 

underlining eeriness to it. We know when he leaves, his screen time in the movie is over, his life 

is gone and in his hesitation it is almost like he knows he is not returning. Herzog cuts to three 

bears frolicking on the shore with Herzog, in his monotone Germanic accent saying, “Treadwell 

is gone. The argument how wrong or how right he was disappears into a distance into a fog,” 

gives Treadwell the acknowledgement he deserves. Finally from one filmmaker to another, “That 

it is not so much a look at wild nature as it is an insight into ourselves, our nature. And that, for 
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me, beyond his mission, gives meaning to his life and to his death,” giving Treadwell the respect 

he deserves. Herzog has saved the best for last, using the reveal that he is in Treadwell’s camp. 

Throughout the documentary Herzog has shown us Treadwell’s sentimentalism yet in the end he 

accepts this “insight to ourselves,” and embraces Treadwell’s mission.  

Werner Herzog may be many things: a gifted director, a man who sees “only the 

overwhelming indifference of nature,” an “anti-intellectual,” a man who “has his mind made up 

about so many things” and a seeker of truth, “which can only be reached through fabrication and 

imagination and stylization.” But one thing he is not: Werner Herzog is not a big fat bully.  


